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Description

The present invention relates to the technical field of mop wringers.

Numerous mop wringers are known within the technique. Thus, reference is made to the following US patents Nos. 688,613, 1,110,616, 1,839,748, 2,099,217, 2,165,862, 2,299,777, 2,417,416, 2,554,937 and 3,441,973, and European patent No. 0,249,353. Common to these known mop wringers are their inadequate and unsatisfactory operation. In the case of the known mop wringers, the squeezing pressure or wringing pressure is simply generated by the mechanical pressure, which an operator produces by means of a handle, which squeezing or wringing pressure is transmitted to a mop, which has previously been introduced into the mop wringer. Other technical solutions relate to the employment of springs for generating a pressure between mop squeezing or mop wringing rollers.

An object of the present invention is to provide a novel mop wringer, which makes it more easy for an operator to efficiently squeeze a mop, which has previously been introduced into the mop wringer, without having to generate an extremely high manual pressure. A further object of the present invention is to provide a mop wringer, which eliminates any risk of jamming of cooperating components of the mop wringer, such as cooperating teeth of toothed wheels and toothed racks of the prior art mop wringers.

As still further object of the present invention is to provide a durable and high-strength mop wringer.

An important feature of the present invention is the fact that the mop wringer may be made from a fairly small number of components. Other features, advantages and objects will be evident from the description below.

The above and other objects, features and advantages are obtained in accordance with the present invention by means of a mop wringer comprising:

- a housing,
- a pair of rotatable, wringing rollers having resilient roller bodies, at least one of which rollers is movable between an inactive position in which said rollers are out of contact with one another and in spaced apart relation and an active position in which said rollers are in contact with one another and pressed against one another so as to cause said roller bodies to be deformed and to generate a wringing pressure between said roller bodies, and at least one of said rollers being provided with a drive wheel for receiving rotational motion for causing said rollers to rotate in opposite directions when in said active position, and
- actuator means movable from a first position, through a second position and to a third position, and comprising a first and a second cam surface and a roller drive means, said first cam surface guiding said movable roller from said inactive position to said active position, when said actuator means is moved from said first position to said second position, and said actuator means locking said movable roller in said second position, when said actuator means is moved from said second position to said third position and vice versa, and said roller drive means transmitting rotational motion to said drive wheel, when said actuator means is moved from said second position to said third position and vice versa.

By the employment of an actuator means having a first and a second cam surface, the movable roller is smoothly moved from its inactive position to its active position and positively maintained in its active position while the roller, which is caused to rotate by the interaction between the drive wheel and the roller drive means, is caused to rotate. Thus, the roller drive means does not transmit any force to said drive wheel for maintaining the rollers in contact with one another and pressed against one another. The roller drive means transmits rotational power to the drive wheel exclusively.

In order to ensure that the movable roller is positively moved from its inactive position to its active position and further maintained in its active position while the rollers are rotated driven by the roller drive means, the housing of the mop wringer according to the present invention, preferably has rollers extending between opposite end walls and journalled at opposite ends of the rollers, and the movable actuator means preferably further comprises a pair of actuator means provided at respective opposite end walls and acting on said movable roller at opposite ends thereof.

In accordance with an embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, both rollers of the pair of rollers are movable rollers actuated by the pair of actuator means for moving both rollers from their inactive positions into contact with one another in the active positions. Furthermore, in accordance with a further implementation of the above embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the rollers are moved in relation to the housing for generating the rotational motion to be transmitted to the drive wheels. In this and other embodiments of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the drive wheel or the drive wheels of the roller or rollers, respectively, are preferably a toothed wheel or wheels, respectively, and the roller drive means are preferably a toothed rack or racks, respectively. Alternatively, other drive means such as rubber drive wheels, rubber drive belts, etc., may be used in connection with the mop wringer according to
the present invention.

In accordance with the presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, each of said pair of actuator means comprising a first arm means defining said first cam surface and a second arm means defining said second cam surface, said first arm means being journaled swingable at one end thereof in said housing, said movable roller being journaled in said first arm means at an opposite end of said first arm means, said second arm means being journaled swingable at one end thereof in a journaling bearing in said housing, said second arm means having an abutment means at an opposite end thereof for engagement with said first cam surface, said second cam surface defining a segment of a circle having its centre at said journaling bearing, said second arm means being swingable from said first position to said second position for swinging said movable roller from its inactive position to its active position by the transmission of said swinging of said second arm means to a swinging of said first arm means through the engagement between said abutment means and said first cam surface, said second arm means being swingable from said second position to said third position, and said second cam surface engaging with said opposite end of said first arm means, when said second arm means is swinging from said second position to said third position.

In accordance with a further implementation of the above, presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the toothed rack is arranged in parallel with said second cam surface so as to engage with said toothed means of said movable roller, when said second cam surface is in engagement with said opposite end of the first arm means.

In accordance with two alternative embodiments of the mop wringer according to the present invention, each of said pair of actuator means comprising a first swingable means having a first toothed wheel and a second swingable means having a second toothed wheel, said second swingable means comprising said toothed rack, said first and second toothed wheels meshing with one another for transmitting any swinging of any of said swingable means to the other and vice versa, said second swingable means defining said first and said second cam surfaces, said first swingable means being swingable from said first position, through said second position, and to said third position, said second cam surface of said second swingable means defining a segment of a circle having its centre at the centre of swinging of said second swingable means, the swinging of said first swingable means from said first position to said second position being transmitted to said second swingable means through said meshing toothed causing said first cam surface of said second swingable means to guide said movable roller from its inactive position to its active position, and the swinging of said first swingable means from said second position to said third position being transmitted to said second swingable means through said meshing toothed wheels causing said second cam surface to lock said movable roller in said active position and further causing said at least one roller to rotate by engagement between said toothed rack of said second swingable means and said toothed wheel of said at least one roller.

In accordance with a further embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention each of said pair of actuator means comprising a swingable plate means having an aperture defining said first and said second cam surfaces and further comprising said toothed rack, said swingable plate means being swingable from said first position, through said second position and further to said third position, said second cam surface defining a segment of a circle having its centre at the centre of swinging of said swingable plate means, the swinging of said swingable plate means from said first position to said second position causing said first cam surface to guide said movable roller from its inactive position to its active position, and the swinging of said plate means from said second position to said third position causing said second cam surface to lock said movable roller in said second position, and further causing said toothed rack to make said at least one roller rotate by its engagement with said toothed wheel.

In accordance with a still further embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, each of said pair of actuator means comprising a reciprocating, movable guiding means defining said first and second cam surfaces and having said toothed rack, and further being movable from said first position, through said second position, and to said third position.

It is to be realized that the actuator means of the mop wringer according to the present invention may be moved in any appropriate manner, i.e. along a linear or circular path, in a swinging or rotational motion or combinations thereof.

It is further to be realized that the mop wringer may be operated by any appropriate means such as a motor, e.g. an electrical motor, a hydraulic or pneumatic motor, or preferably by means of a handle. Thus, the mop wringer preferably comprises a handle for moving the actuator means from the first position, through the second position and to the third position.

A particular aspect of the present invention relates to the roller or rollers of the mop wringer. Different rollers have been used with success in
the mop wringer according to the present invention.

However, in the presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer, at least one of the rollers preferably comprises

- a central tube of a hard plastics material,
- a sheathing of a soft plastics material arranged coaxially with said central tube and enclosing said central tube and further having outwardly protruding fins, and
- a roller body of foamed material, which roller body defines an outer peripheral surface of said roller and is arranged enclosing said sheathing and coaxially with said central tube.

According to the above preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the roller body of foamed material preferably has a resiliency of less than 80 Shore (A), such as 40-65 Shore (A), preferably 45-60 Shore (A), further preferably 50-55 Shore (A).

According to a further aspect of the present invention, the mop wringer may further comprise a mop having:

- a mop body and two wing parts, which wing parts are hinged to one another at inner ends thereof, and said mop body being connected to said wing parts at outer opposite ends of said wing parts, said mop being collapsible by swinging said wing parts from an operational position, in which said wing parts define a substantially plane surface against which said mop body is maintained in a stretched-out position, and an inoperational position, in which said wing parts are collapsed so as to allow said mop body to suspend from said opposite ends of said wing parts for introducing said mop body into said mop wringer.

The present invention will now be further described with reference to the drawings, in which

- Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a first, presently preferred embodiment of a mop wringer according to the present invention, comprising a mop,
- Fig. 2 is a partial, sectional view of the first and presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Fig. 1, shown in a first position in solid line and in a second position in dotted line,
- Fig. 3 is a partial, sectional view of the above first and presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in a third position,
- Figs. 4-10 are schematic and sectional views of a second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth embodiment of a mop wringer, respectively, according to the present invention, and
- Fig. 11 is a perspective and partially sectional view of a wringer roller of the embodiments of the mop wringer shown in Figs. 1-10.

In Fig. 1, a mop squeezer or mop wringing system according to the present invention is shown comprising a mop squeezing apparatus or mop wringer and a mop 10 and 12, respectively. It is to be emphasized that the mop wringer according to the present invention and implemented in accordance with the embodiments to be described below with reference to Figs. 1-10 is preferably employed in connection with the mop 12, however, the mop wringer according to the present invention may alternatively be used in connection with any conventional mop of any size and shape.

The mop 12 is of a collapsible structure as it comprises two wing parts 14 and 16, which are hinged to a hinge component 18, to which a tubular component 20 is further hinged in a two-way hinge, which allows the tubular component 20 to move or rotate relative to the hinge component 18 in a manner similar to a ball-and-socket joint. A handle 22 is fixed relative to the tubular component 20 by means of a screw cap joint 24. The wing parts 14 and 16 are maintained in a plane configuration shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 by means of snap fittings of each of the wing parts 14 and 16, which snap fittings cooperate with the hinge component 18. A mop body is fixed relative to the wing parts 14 and 16 by means of flaps 28 and 30 extending outwardly from opposite ends of the mop body 26, which flaps 28 and 30 are provided with fixation components such as snap fastener components 32 and 34, respectively, which snap fastener components 32 and 34 cooperate with corresponding components of the wing parts 14 and 16, respectively. By applying a physical force in the longitudinal direction of the handle 22, when the mop is lifted from any supporting surface, such as a floor, the wing parts 14, 16 may be caused to swing overcoming the fixation force generated by the snap fittings fixation of the wing parts 14, 16 in relation to the hinge component 18, provided the mop body 26 is wet and consequently exerts a physical or mechanical load on the outer ends of the wing parts 14, 16 through the snap fastener components 32 and 34, respectively. By the above described collapsing of the mop 12 the wing parts 14 and 16 are brought into a substantially mutually parallel position which allows the mop 12 to be introduced into an upper opening of the mop wringer 10, as is disclosed in the upper part of Fig. 1. The collapsing of the mop 12 is illustrated by solid arrows 36 and 38, and the shifting of the mop 12 from a position remote from the mop wringer 10 to a position shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, in which position the mop 12 may be introduced into the mop wringer 10, is illustrated by an arrow 40.

The mop squeezing apparatus or mop wringer 10 is basically constituted by a housing comprising a trough-shaped housing component 50, to which two outer walls 52 and 54 are fixed by means of fixation means such as screws 56. The housing
component 50 comprises a front wall 58 and a rear wall 60 between which a trough-shaped space 66 is defined into which the mop 12 is introduced when it is to be squeezed or wrung by means of resilient, squeezing or wringing rollers 68 and 70. The housing component 50 further comprises two side walls 62 and 64 adjacent to which the above mentioned outer walls 52 and 54, respectively, are arranged defining spaces therebetween. The space defined between the outer wall 54 and the side wall 64 is partially shown in Fig. 1 as the outer wall 54 is partially cut away.

The wringing rollers 88 and 70 are basically of identical structure, however, differ from one another in their fixation in the mop wringer 10 and optionally in their elasticity or resiliency. The rollers 88 and 70 are to be described in greater detail below with reference to Fig. 11. The roller 88 is a basically stationary roller, while the roller 70 is a swingable roller, which is swung from its position shown in Fig. 1, as will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figs. 2 and 3, by means of cooperating elbows or L-shaped arms 72 and 74. The swingable roller 70 is journaled at one end of the L-shaped arm 74 on a through-going shaft 76, which extends through the roller 70 and cooperates with an L-shaped arm enclosed within the space defined between the side wall 62 and the outer wall 52 at the opposite side of the apparatus 10. It is to be realized that the apparatus 10 is of a basically symmetrical structure, thus, the walls 52, 54 and 62, 64 are mirror images of one another. The apparatus 10 further comprises components enclosed within the space defined between the side wall 62 and the outer wall 52, which components are identical, however, constitute mirror images of the components enclosed in the space defined between the side wall 64 and the outer wall 54. The other end of the L-shaped arm 74 is journaled on a bearing 78, which is stationary in relation to the housing 50. The position of the roller 70 is a position of rest of the roller and of the apparatus, which position is obtained by means of a return coil spring 80, one end 86 of which extends through an aperture of the L-shaped arm 74.

It is to be realized that the swinging of the roller 70 is defined by the arm 74 and consequently by the shape of the L-shaped arm 74 and the journaled of the L-shaped arm 74 in relation to the housing 50, exclusively, as apertures 82 and 84 provided in the outer walls 52 and 54, respectively, merely serve the purpose of allowing the swinging of the roller 70 in relation to the housing 50. The apertures 82 and 84 do not provide any guiding of the swinging of the roller 70.

The L-shaped arm 72 is journaled on a through-going shaft, not shown in Figs. 1–3, on the opposite end of which shaft the counterpart of the L-shaped arm 72 enclosed within the space defined between the side wall 62 and the outer wall 52 is also journaled. As will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figs. 2 and 3, any swinging of the L-shaped arm 72 from its rest position shown in Fig. 1 causes the L-shaped arm 74 to swing as well. The swinging of the L-shaped arm 72 may be provided in any appropriate manner. Thus, the L-shaped arm 72 is provided with a toothed bushing 88, which protrudes through an aperture of the outer wall 54 to the exterior in relation to the housing component 50. At the end of the bushing 88 a lever assembly 90 may be mounted by means of a bolt 92, which extends through a part 94 of the assembly 90. The part 94 has a through-going hole and teeth corresponding to the teeth of the bushing 88. The outer thread, not shown on the drawings, of the bolt 92 is received in a corresponding inner thread of the bushing 88 so as to bring the teeth of the part 94 and the bushing 88 into engagement for fixing the lever assembly 90 in relation to the bushing 88 and further in relation to the L-shaped arm 72 in a position which may be selected by a person operating the mop wringer 10, taking into consideration the physical height of the person and the physical height of the position of the mop wringer 10. As a counterpart of the bushing 88 is provided protruding through and from an aperture of the outer wall 52, the lever assembly 90 may alternatively be mounted on the left-hand side of the apparatus 10.

As a substitute for the lever assembly 90, an arm assembly 96 comprising a part 98 basically identical to the part 94, however provided with a radially extending arm 100 and fixed by means of the bolt 92 may be employed. The arm 100 cooperates with a vertical bar 102, which is moved in reciprocating motion up and down by means of a pedal 104.

Alternatively, the apparatus or mop wringer 10 may be operated by means of a hydraulic, pneumatic or electric power source, such as a motor assembly 106, which is energized from an electric power source, either a DC power source, such as a battery power source, preferably a rechargeable battery power source, or an AC power source, such as a mains power source, through a plug 108 and further a switch 110 of the pedal 104 or alternatively from a pneumatic or hydraulic source through a tube 112 and a valve operated by the switch 110. The arm assembly 96 and further the motor assembly 106 may comprise internal gears for transforming the motions generated by the arm assembly or the motor assembly, respectively, into an appropriate rotational motion of the bushing 88 and consequently of the L-shaped arm 72.

The operation of the mop wringer 10 shown in Figs. 1–3 is now to be further described with refer-
ence to Figs. 2 and 3. Initially, the arms 72, 74 are in their rest positions, indicated by solid lines in Fig. 2. Similarly, the lever assembly 90 is in a position shown in solid line. As the lever assembly 90 is manually shifted from its solid line position to its dotted line position, the L-shaped arm 72 swings from its rest position in an anti-clockwise direction to a position shown in dotted line in Fig. 2. The swinging of the L-shaped arm 72 journalled on the above mentioned shaft, the axis of which is identical to the rotational axis of the lever assembly 90, and end part 120 of the L-shaped arm 72 forces the L-shaped arm 74 to swing in a clockwise direction from its solid line position to a dotted line position, both shown in Fig. 2. It is to be realized that the shape of the L-shaped arm 72 and of the L-shaped arm 74 and their axis of rotation or swinging define the swinging of the roller 70 and further the force to be exerted by an operator by means of the lever assembly 90. Thus, the geometrical shapes of the L-shaped arms 72 and 74 are preferably computed so that the operator senses that the force he or she generates when the roller 70 is swung from its rest position towards the stationary roller 68 is an even force generation.

As the L-shaped arms 72 and 74 are further swung from their dotted line position shown in Fig. 2, the roller 70 is brought into contact with the stationary roller 68 and pressed against the latter causing both rollers 68 and 70 to be slightly deformed in their contact areas, provided no object such as the mop 12 is present between the rollers 68 and 70. During the swinging of the roller 70 from its rest position to its position adjacent to and in contact with the stationary roller 68, the end part 120 of the L-shaped arm 72 cooperates with a cam surface 122 of the L-shaped arm 74. The cam surface 122 ends in a substantially plane cam surface 124 behind which the end part 120 of the L-shaped arm 72 locks, as the roller 70 has reached contact with the stationary roller 68 and as the rollers have been pressed against one another. As the anti-clockwise swinging of the L-shaped arm 72 proceeds, the roller 70 is maintained in its position adjacent to and in contact with the stationary roller 68, provided the mop 12 is not present between the two rollers 68 and 70, by the interlocking of a cam surface 126 of the L-shaped arm 72 and the above substantially plane cam surface part 124 of the L-shaped arm 74. The roller 70 is further forced to rotate in a clockwise direction as the L-shaped arm 72 is provided with teeth protruding beyond the cam surface 126, which teeth cooperate with a toothed wheel of the roller 70. Due to the contact between the rollers 68 and 70 or contact with the mop 12, which has been introduced into the mop wringer 10, as will be further described below, the clockwise rotation of the roller 70 is transmitted to the roller 68, which is consequently caused to rotate in an anti-clockwise direction. Furthermore, the mop 12, which is present between the rollers 68 and 70, is raised from the mop wringer 10 due to the rotations of the rollers 68 and 70. It is to be realized that the cooperating teeth 128 and toothed wheel 130 do not transmit any pressure for maintaining the swingable roller 70 in contact with the stationary roller 68 and pressed against the latter for generating a pressure force therebetween, as the pressure maintaining the roller 70 in position adjacent to and in contact with the roller 68 is generated by the cooperating cam surfaces, viz. the cam surface 126 of the L-shaped arm 72 and the plane cam surface part 124 of the L-shaped arm 74. As the swinging of the L-shaped arm 72 proceeds beyond the position shown in Fig. 3, an inclined cam surface 127 eventually becomes active and disengages the roller 70 from its contact with the stationary roller 68 for allowing the removal of the mop 12 or any other object from the mop wringer, which mop or object has not yet been disengaged from the rollers 68 and 70. The end part 120 of the L-shaped arm 72 finally reaches an end stop defined by a rubber or resilient elastomeric body 134. The L-shaped arm 72 is also provided with a similar stopper means 136 absorbing the return swinging motion of the L-shaped arm 72 when swung clockwise to its rest position shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For swinging the L-shaped arm 72 to its rest position, the shaft mentioned above, on which shaft the bushing 88 is mounted, is preferably provided with a return spring, not shown in Figs. 1-3.

The apparatus 10 shown in Figs. 1-3 is used in a conventional manner known per se and mounted above a container with water or water with a rinsing compound such as soap or the like, possibly mounted on a wall mounting, cleaner carriage or the like, e.g. on a tube of the carriage, which tube is received in a recess 132 of the housing component 50. The operator introduces the mop 12 in the collapsed position shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 into the space 68 of the apparatus 10 and lowers the mop body 26 of the mop 12 into the water of the above container. After having cleaned the mop body 26 of the mop 12, the operator raises the mop 12 from the container and into a position between the rollers 70 and 68 and pulls the lever assembly 90 in order to bring the roller 70 into contact with the stationary roller 68. Due to the presence of the mop 12 between the rollers 68 and 70, the rollers 68 and 70 are deformed causing the generation of a fairly high squeezing pressure between the rollers, which squeezing pressure is applied to the mop. It is to be realized that during the swinging of the movable roller 70 from its rest position shown in solid line in Fig. 2 to its position
in contact with the roller 68 during which swinging the end part 120 is cooperating with the cam surface 122, two operations are performed. First, the swinging itself, second, during the last part of the swinging of the L-shaped arm 74, the deformation of the rollers and further the accumulation of pressure between the rollers 68 and 70. When the L-shaped arm 72 locks behind the cam surface 124, just before the teeth 128 are initiating their cooperation with the toothed wheel 130 of the roller 70, the pressure generated between the two rollers 68 and 70 has reached its maximum. While the cam surface 126 is interacting with the cam surface 124, during which interaction the teeth 128 are interacting with the toothed wheel 130 of the roller 70, the distance between the rollers 68 and 70 is maintained substantially constant. However, in case the shape or profile of the mop 12, which is squeezed through the apparatus 10, changes, the pressure generated between the two rollers 68 and 70 also changes thereby causing a change in the pressure to which the mop 12 is exposed.

As mentioned above, the wringing roller 68 is a basically stationary roller, which means that under normal pressure conditions the roller 68 is maintained stationary relatively to the housing component 50. However, the wringing roller 68 is mounted in bearing parts at opposite ends of the roller, one of which bearing parts 140 is shown in Figs. 1-3. The bearing part 140 and the counterpart at the opposite end of the roller 68 are guided in guiding parts provided at the opposite side walls 62 and 64 of the housing component 50. The guiding part of the side wall 64 cooperates with the bearing part 140 and is designated the reference numeral 142. The bearing part 140 is forced against a motion limiting end wall of the guiding part 142 by a helical coil 144. Obviously, a helical coil corresponding to the coil 144 is provided at the opposite end of the wringing roller 68 cooperating with the counterparts corresponding to the bearing part 140 and the guiding part 142. It is to be emphasized that the helical coil 144 and its counterpart at the opposite end of the wringing roller provides a pressure, which far exceeds the pressure normally applied to the mop body 26 as the mop 12 is wrung through the mop wringer 10. The wringing pressure generated in the mop wringer according to the present invention is generated by the surfaces of the rollers exclusively, as the roller 70 is maintained in a fixed position relative to the roller 68 by the interaction of the cam surface 126 and the plane cam surface part 124 and as the roller 68 is maintained in a stationary position relative to the housing component 50 by the force exerted by the helical coils. The bearing of the wringing roller 68 as described above basically provides an overloading proof journailling of the wringing roller 68.

The wringing rollers 68 and 70 are of a structure which is to be described in greater detail below with reference to Fig. 11 and are of an elastic, yet tough and self-healing material. The rollers 68 and 70 are of a resiliency of less than 80 Shore (A), such as 40-70 Shore (A), preferably 45-65 Shore (A). Rollers of different resiliency have been tested, from very soft foam rollers to solid rollers (80 Shore (A)). All rollers, however, operated satisfactorily. Rollers of differing resiliency have also been tested. Thus, pairs of rollers 68 and 70 of elasticities or resiliencies of 45 Shore (A) and 65 Shore (A), respectively, and 50 Shore (A) and 55 Shore (A) have been tested with satisfactory results. For production reasons, it is, however, preferred to employ rollers 68, 70 of identical resiliency, preferably of the order of approximately 50 Shore (A). The rollers 68 and 70 are preferably made from foamed polyurethane foam (PU-foam), and the remaining basic components of the apparatus described above are preferably made from durable high-strength plastics material such as polystyrene, acrylonitrilbutadienestyrene, polypropene, polyvinylchloride, polyamids, nylon, polyoxymethacrylats, etc. Thus, the components 72, 74, 140 and 142 are preferably made from high-strength materials such as polymethacrylates or nylon. Alternatively, some of the components, e.g. the L-shaped arms 72 and 74 may be made from aluminium.

In Figs. 4-11, a second to eighth embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention are shown schematically illustrating end views of the embodiments. Thus, the embodiments shown in Figs. 4-10 preferably comprise counterparts corresponding to the components shown in Figs. 4-10, which counterparts will not be described in detail below.

The second embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Fig. 4 comprises a housing component 150 in which the above described rollers 68 and 70 are journaled. Like in the above described first and presently preferred embodiment 10 of the mop wringer, the roller 68 is a stationary roller journaled in basically the same manner as described above, and the roller 70 is a movable roller, which is journaled in a bearing bushing 131 and moved by means of guiding means comprising two components 154 and 158 from its rest position shown in Fig. 4 into a position adjacent to and in contact with the stationary roller 68, which components substitute the L-shaped arms 72, 74 shown in Figs. 1-3. The components 154 and 158 are journaled on bearings 156 and 160, respectively, and are provided with outer, mutually cooperating teeth 162 and 164, respectively. The component 154 is connected to a handle 152, which may be swung in a clockwise
direction as indicated by an arrow.

By the swinging motion of the handle 152, the component 154 rotates in a clockwise direction as indicated by an arrow, by which rotation the component 158 is caused to swing or rotate in an anti-clockwise direction, also indicated by an arrow. The roller 70 is guided from its rest position to its activated position adjacent to and in contact with the roller 68 by an L-shaped aperture 172 of the component 158 and by a guiding aperture 176 of the housing component 150. The aperture 176 is provided with an aperture part 177, in which the bushing 131 of the roller 70 is locked, as the roller 70 is pressed against the roller 68. The component 158 is further provided with a cam surface 170, which corresponds to the cam surface 126 of the L-shaped arm 72, shown in Figs. 1-3, and serves the purpose of maintaining the roller 70 in a fixed position adjacent to and in contact with the roller 68.

For rotating the roller 70 in a clockwise direction as discussed above, the component 158 is provided with teeth 168 corresponding to the teeth 128 of the L-shaped arm 72 shown in Figs. 1-3 and for cooperating with the toothed wheel 130 of the roller 70. Like in the above described, first and presently preferred embodiment, the second embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 4 may be provided with return means such as a coil for returning the components 154 and 158, and consequently the roller 70 from its active position to its rest position shown in Fig. 4, which return means may cooperate with any of the components 154 and 158.

The third embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Fig. 5 comprises a housing component 180, in which the above described rollers 68 and 70 are journaled in a manner basically corresponding to the manner discussed above with reference to Figs. 1-4. Thus, the roller 68 constitutes a stationary roller, while the roller 70 is a movable roller moved from its rest position shown in Fig. 5 to its active position in which the roller 70 is arranged adjacent to and in contact with the roller 68. Contrary to the above described first embodiment shown in Figs. 1-3, the movement of the roller 70 from its rest position to its active position is guided by a guiding aperture 196 of the housing component 180, which guiding aperture 196 basically corresponds to the aperture 176 shown in Fig. 4 and has the same shape comprising an end part 193, in which the roller 70 is located. The roller 70 may further be guided in a bearing bushing of the type described above and designated the reference numeral 131 in Fig. 4. As the movement of the roller 70 from its rest position shown in Fig. 5 to its active position is guided by the aperture 196, a return means such as a coil, not shown in Fig. 5, is preferably provided for returning the roller 70 to its rest position.

The mop wringer further comprises the following components. A lever 182 is rigidly connected to a toothed wheel 184 and is journaled on a shaft 186. The toothed wheel 184 is provided with teeth 192, which cooperate with teeth 190 of a component 188, which may be raised as indicated by an arrow in the centre of Fig. 5 by the interaction of the teeth 190 and 192 and further by the rotation of the handle 182 in a clockwise direction. The component 188 is provided with an upper, sloping cam surface 197, which serves the purpose of applying pressure to the roller 70 for moving the roller 70 from its rest position into contact with the roller 68, when the component 188 is raised. When the roller 70 reaches its active position it is fixed by the interaction between the shaft of the roller 70 and a vertical cam surface 195 of the component 188. The component 188 is further provided with a toothed part 194, which is provided with two sets of teeth 198 and 199, which are adapted to cooperate with toothed wheels 230 and 130 of the rollers 68 and 70, respectively.

The fourth embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Fig. 6 comprises a housing component 200, in which a lever 202 is journaled on a journaling shaft 208. Contrary to the above described first, second and third embodiments of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the rollers 68 and 70 of the fourth embodiment are rollers, which are moved in relation to one another for bringing the rollers in contact with one another. Thus, the rollers 68 and 70 are guided in their reciprocating movement to and from one another in guiding apertures 228 and 232, respectively, of the housing component 200. Like in the above described third embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Fig. 5, the roller 68 is also provided with a toothed wheel 230. Furthermore, the rollers 68 and 70 are preferably journaled in bearing bushings, not shown in Fig. 6.

The movement of the rollers 68 and 70 to and from one another, the generation of a constant pressure between the rollers and the rotation of the rollers are generated by means of two components 212 and 214, which basically constitute mirror images of one another and are mounted on a solid bar 210, in which an aperture 206 is provided. Into the aperture 206 a guiding pin 204 protrudes, which is solidly connected to the lever 202. When the lever 202 is swung in a clockwise direction as indicated by an arrow, the components 212 and 214 are consequently caused to descend by the interaction of the guiding pin 204 and the aperture 206. The descending movement of the components 212 and 214 is indicated by arrows. Like in the
above first, second and third embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the operation of the mop wringer is a two-step operation comprising a first step, in which the rollers are guided, swung or simply moved into contact with one another by the interaction between cam surfaces, and a second part in which the rollers are maintained in their positions adjacent to and in contact with one another and further caused to rotate relative to one another for raising a mop previously introduced into the mop wringer therefrom. For generating the first step of the operation, viz. the movement of the rollers into contact with one another, the components 212 and 214 are provided with cam surfaces 224 and 226, respectively, which cooperate with the shafts of the rollers 68 and 70, respectively. For generating the second step of the operation, viz. for maintaining the rollers 68 and 70 in their active positions in contact with and adjacent to one another and for rotating the rollers 68 and 70 in an anti-clockwise and a clockwise direction respectively, the components 212 and 214 are provided with cam surfaces 216 and 218, respectively, and further provided with sets of teeth 220 and 222, respectively, for cooperating with the toothed wheels 230 and 130, respectively, of the rollers 68 and 70, respectively.

The fifth embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention is shown in Fig. 7 and comprises a housing component 240, in which the rollers 68 and 70 are journalled. Like in the above described first, second and third embodiments of the mop wringer shown in Figs. 1-5, the roller 68 is a stationary roller, and the roller 70 is a movable roller. The movable roller 70 is moved from its rest position shown in Fig. 4 into an active position adjacent to and in contact with the roller 68 in a manner to be described below. For allowing the roller 70 to move from its rest position to its active position in contact with the roller 68, an aperture 256 is provided in the housing component 240. The aperture 256 only serves the purpose of allowing the movement of the roller 70 in relation to the housing component 240. Thus, the aperture 256 does not provide any guiding of the roller 70 in its movement. The operation of the fifth embodiment shown in Fig. 7 is established by a lever or handle 242, which is rigidly connected to a component 244 and journalled on a shaft 246. As the lever or handle 242 is raised and consequently swung in an anti-clockwise direction indicated by an arrow, the component 244 is also swung in an anti-clockwise direction in relation to the axis of the shaft 246. The swinging of the component 244 is indicated by an arrow. For guiding the roller 70 in its movement in relation to the housing component 240 and further in relation to the roller 68, the component 244 is provided with an L-shaped ap-
heavy loading of the cooperating teeth and toothed wheel or make the operation of the mop wringer heavy, the component 264 is preferably provided with a cam surface 272 for cooperating with the shaft of the roller 68. Like the above described fifth embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the sixth embodiment shown in Fig. 8 comprises a minimum number of components and may as discussed above be provided with a return means cooperating with e.g. the lever 262. The movement of the movable roller 70 is generated by the component 264 and further guided by a guiding slot or aperture 276 of the housing component 260 and still further by an inner L-shaped cam surface of the component 264, which L-shaped cam surface comprises two surfaces 278 and 280. The cam surface 280 is operating while the roller 70 is moved towards the roller 68, while the cam surface 278 serves the same purpose as e.g. the cam surface 248 of the component 244 shown in Fig. 7, viz. the purpose of maintaining the roller 70 in its active position in relation to the roller 68 and further in relation to the housing component 260.

In Fig. 9, a seventh and somewhat different implementation of the mop wringer according to the present invention is shown. The seventh embodiment comprises a housing component 290, in which the rollers 68 and 70 are journaled for reciprocating movement to and from one another like in the above described fourth embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 6. For causing the rollers 68 and 70 to move to and from one another and further rotate in an anti-clockwise and a clockwise direction, respectively, after having been shifted from their rest positions shown in Fig. 9 to their active positions in contact with one another, the embodiments is provided with two components 294 and 298, which are journaled on bearings 296 and 300, respectively. The component 294 is rigidly connected to a handle 292, and the components 294 and 298 are provided with interlocking teeth 302 and 304, respectively. When the handle 292 is raised as indicated by an arrow, the component 294 is caused to rotate in an anti-clockwise direction as also indicated by an arrow, while the component 298 is caused to rotate through its engagement with the component 294 in a clockwise direction.

The rollers 68 and 70 are guided in guiding apertures or guiding slots 316 and 314, respectively, of the housing component 290 and are further forced towards one another by their cooperation with cam surfaces 307 and 309, respectively, of the components 298 and 294, respectively, as the components 294 and 298 are swung as described above. When the rollers 68 and 70 are brought into contact with one another, the rollers are locked in their active positions as cam surfaces 306 and 308 of the components 294 and 298, respectively, lock behind the rollers 70 and 68, respectively. The rollers 70 and 68 are further caused to rotate by the interaction between teeth 310 and 312 of the components 294 and 298, respectively, and the toothed wheels 130 and 230, respectively.

The seventh embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 9 is to a great extent similar to the fourth embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 6 as the rollers 68 and 70 are both operated by components which are positioned symmetrically in relation to one another and constitute mirror images of one another. However, while the operation of the rollers 68 and 70 in the above fourth embodiment is established by the linearly moving or vertically reciprocating components 212 and 214, the operation of the rollers 68 and 70 is established in the seventh embodiment of mop wringer shown in Fig. 9 by the interaction and swinging motions of the components 294 and 298.

In the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth embodiments of the mop wringer shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively, the rollers 68 and 70 or at least the movable roller 70 is preferably journalled in a bearing bushing, not shown in the individual figures, however corresponding to the bearing bushing 131 shown in Fig. 4.

Common to the embodiments of mop wringer described above with reference to Figs. 1-9 is the fact that the operation of the rollers 68 and 70 is established by one or more components moved reciprocatingly or swung so as to cause at least one of the rollers to perform a reciprocating movement. Thus, in an overall view of the embodiments of the mop wringer shown in Figs. 1-9, the rollers are only allowed to perform movements in relation to the housing component of the embodiment in question, which movements only cause the rollers to be brought into with one another. After contact has been established between the rollers, they are maintained in their operational or active positions and caused to rotate. As will be understood and as described above with reference to Figs. 1-3, the rotation of the rollers 68 and 70 causes the mop, e.g. the mop 12 shown in Fig. 1, to be raised in relation to the mop wringer.

In the eighth embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 10, the mop, which has been introduced into the mop wringer, is maintained in a substantially fixed position in relation to the mop wringer, while the mop squeezing or mop wringing rollers are caused to be lowered in relation to the mop and further in relation to the mop wringer. Thus, in a housing component 320, the mop squeezing rollers, which are not shown in Fig. 10, are mounted in a vertically movable support com-
ponent 330, the vertical movement of which is indicated by an arrow. However, the toothed wheels 130 and 230 of the squeezing rollers are shown in Fig. 10. The squeezing rollers mounted in the support component 330 are guided in relation to the support component 330 in guiding apertures or guiding slots 332 and 334 of the support component 330. The support component 330 may be lowered or raised by means of a handle 322, which is journalled on a bearing 328 and is provided with a protruding pin 324, which protrudes into and interacts with a guiding slot 326 of the support component 330. Thus, as the lever 322 is lowered or swung in a clockwise direction as indicated by an arrow, the support component 330 is lowered and the rollers are consequently also lowered. The operation of the rollers is further established by a guiding plate 338, which is rigidly supported by the housing component 320 and is provided with a central aperture 340. The central aperture 340 defines two cam surfaces 342 and 344 serving the purpose of guiding the rollers towards one another in the above-mentioned first step of the operation of the mop wringer for causing the rollers to be brought into contact with one another. When the rollers have been brought into contact with one another, they are maintained in the mutual contact by means of cam surfaces 346 and 350, which cam surfaces basically correspond to the cam surfaces 218 and 216, respectively, of the fourth embodiment of the mop wringer shown in Fig. 6. The mop squeezing rollers are further caused to rotate by the interaction between the toothed wheels 130 and 230 thereof and teeth 348 and 352 of the component 338. Apart from the advantageous feature that the mop is maintained and consequently not moved in relation to the mop wringer, when the mop wringer is operated, a further advantage of the eighth embodiment according to the present invention shown in Fig. 10 is that the eighth embodiment like the fourth, fifth and sixth embodiments shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8, respectively, comprises a minimum number of components, viz. the support component 330, the guiding component 338 and a lever assembly comprising the lever 322, the pin 324, the guiding slot 326 and the bearing 328. Apart from these components and the mop squeezing rollers, the eighth embodiment shown in Fig. 10 only further comprises a return means which preferably cooperates with the lever 322.

It is to be realized that the housing components 150, 180, 200, 240, 260, 290 and 320 shown in Figs. 4-10, respectively, are schematic housing components, which may be implemented e.g. in accordance with the above described first, presently preferred embodiment of the mop wringer according to the present invention shown in Figs. 1-3.

It is further to be realized that in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and optionally eighth embodiments shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively, return means such as a return coil or a cam surface is preferably provided like in the third embodiment shown in Fig. 5 and described above.

Furthermore, the housing components 50, 150, 180, 220, 240, 260, 290 and 320 shown in Figs. 1-10 may be integrated with the above container.

In Fig. 11, the presently preferred embodiment of the roller 68, 70 is shown. The roller is basically made of a roller body 358 comprising a central core body 368, which may be be constituted by a segment of an extruded PVC string provided with internally protruding fins 370, a soft plastics sheathing 364, which is provided with fins 366, and which is preferably constituted by a soft PVC body coextruded with the hard PVC core body 368, and a foamed polyurethane body 362, which defines an outer side surface 360 of the roller 68, 70 and two plastics bodies one at each end of the roller body 358, and one of which is shown in the lower right-hand side of Fig. 11 and designated the reference numeral 380. As will be understood, the roller body is manufactured from a minimum number of components, viz. a length of a coextruded body comprising the central, hard PVC core body 368 and the soft plastics sheathing 364 and the foamed outer body 362. A further advantage of the rollers implemented in accordance with the structure described above is the fact that the outer side surface 360 is extremely tough and has as a self-healing capability. The roller body is journalled by means of the two pressure cast plastics bodies, which are simply fitted into the inner space defined within the central core 368 before or after the foaming of the foamed body 362. The plastics body 380 comprises a central cylindrical part 374, from which fins 376 protrude defining ridges 368 for cooperating with the fins 370 of the core body 368. From the opposite end of the cylindrical part 374, the toothed wheel 130, 230 protrudes.

The roller 68, 70 of the above described embodiments of the mop wringer according to the present invention may obviously be implemented in accordance with other techniques, e.g. be constituted by rubber bodies, soft plastics cylindrical bodies or the like. However, by the employment of the squeezing roller 68, 70 shown in Fig. 11 a further advantage is obtained as the fins 366 of the soft plastics part 364 provide a highly advantageous pressure variation, which enhances the squeezing effect of the mop wringer. Thus, it is to be understood that in the operation of the mop wringer according to the present invention, the rollers are maintained in a predetermined, fixed distance in contact with one another and pressed against one another by means of the above de-
scribed cam surfaces, and the rollers are caused to rotate by means of its toothed wheels 130 and 230 cooperating with the above teeth. Apart from the internal distance between the cooperating rollers 68 and 70 and consequently the pressure generated by the contact and deformation of the foamed bodies 362 of the rollers, the squeezing or wringing effect is further determined by the soft plastics fins 366, which during the rotation of the individual roller provide a varying pressure gradient and enhances the squeezing or wringing effect of the entire apparatus.

The soft plastics sheathing 364 further provides the highly advantageous feature that, provided the sheathing 364 is made from a material with high affinity to the material of the core body 368 and consequently is fixedly joined to the core body 368 a link is provided between the rotation generating core body 368 and the pressure generating and/or pressure transmitting foamed body 362. Thus, although the foamed body 362 due to its deformation during operation is disengaged from the sheathing 364, the fins 366 ensure that the foamed body 362 is still caused or forced to rotate when the core body 368 is rotated.

In the above roller implementation shown in Fig. 11, the journalling of the roller may be modified by providing inner or outer journal bearings, roller bearings, etc.

**EXAMPLE**

The mop wringer shown in Figs. 1-3 was implemented from the following components and materials. The rollers 68 and 70 were made from a solid hard PVC tube 368 of an outer diameter of 28 mm and of a wall thickness of 1.5 mm, coextruded with a soft PVC sheathing 364. The fins 366 of the soft PVC sheathing 364 extended approximately 5 mm from the outer peripheral surface of the hard PVC tube 368. The overall length of the roller body 358 was approximately 187 mm, and the outer diameter of the roller body 358 was approximately 58 mm. The plastics bodies 380 were cast from nylon. The trough-shaped housing component 50 defined an inner width of approximately 192 mm and had an overall height of 287 mm, an overall width of approximately 252 mm, and an overall depth of approximately 265 mm. The housing component 50 was cast from poly styrene. The L-shaped arms 72 and 74 were cast from nylon. The length of the cam surface 122 was approximately 65 mm, and the length of the cam surface 124 was approximately 17 mm. The peripheral length of the cam surface 126 was approximately 120 mm, and the length of the cam surface 127 was approximately 17 mm. The shapes of the arms 72 and 74 were computer designed in the configurations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 so as to make an operator sense that he or she has to generate an even force when operating the mop wringer 10 by pulling the handle 90. Thus, tests have been made by which it has been revealed that under normal operational conditions the force to be generated by the operator is less than 50 kg, even with extreme mops. Conventionally, the force to be generated by the operator is of the order of 10-30 kg.

Although the invention has been described with reference to a plurality of specific embodiments of the different aspects of the present invention, it is to be realized that numerous modifications and adaptations are obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art and that such modifications or adaptations are to be considered part of the present invention as defined in the appending claims.

**Claims**

1. A mop wringer (10) comprising:

   a housing (50, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320),

   a pair of rotatable, wringing rollers (68, 70) having resilient roller bodies, at least one of which rollers is movable between an inactive position in which said rollers are out of contact with one another and in spaced apart relation and an active position in which said rollers are in contact with one another and pressed against one another so as to cause said roller bodies to be deformed and to generate a wringing pressure between said roller bodies, and at least one of said rollers being provided with a drive wheel (130, 230) for receiving rotational motion for causing said rollers to rotate in opposite directions when in said active position, and

   an actuator means (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) movable from a first position, through a second position and to a third position, and comprising a first and a second cam surface (122, 128; 170; 197; 195; 224, 226, 216, 218; 248; 280, 278; 307, 309, 306, 308; 342, 344, 346, 350) and a roller drive means (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352), said first cam surface guiding said movable roller from said inactive position to said active position, when said actuator means (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) is moved from said first position to said second position, said second cam surface (126; 170; 195; 216, 218; 248; 278; 306, 308; 346, 350) locking said movable roller in said second position, when said actuator means is
moved from said second position to said third position and vice versa, and said roller drive means (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) transmitting rotational motion to said drive wheel (130, 230), when said actuator means (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) is moved from said second position to said third position and vice versa.

2. A mop wringer according to claim 1, said housing (50, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320) having opposite end walls (52, 54) between which said rollers extend, journaled at opposite ends of said rollers, and said movable actuator means (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) comprising a pair of actuator means provided at respective opposite end walls, and actuating said movable roller at opposite ends thereof.

3. A mop wringer according to claim 2, both rollers (68, 70) of said pair of rollers being movable rollers actuated by said pair of actuator means (212, 214, 294, 296; 338) for moving both rollers from their inactive positions into contact with one another in their active positions.

4. A mop wringer according to claim 2, said drive wheel (130, 230) being a toothed wheel (130, 230), and said roller drive means (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) being a toothed rack.

5. A mop wringer according to claim 4, each of said pair of actuator means comprising a first arm means (74) defining said first cam surface (122) and a second arm means (72) defining said second cam surface (126), said first arm means (74) being journaled swingable at one end thereof in said housing (50, 52, 54), said movable roller (70) being journaled in said first arm means at an opposite end of said first arm means (74), said second arm means (72) being journaled swingable at one end thereof in a journaled bearing (88) in said housing (50, 52, 54), said second arm means (72) having an abutment means (120) at an opposite end thereof for engagement with said first cam surface (122), said second cam surface (126) defining a segment of a circle having its centre at said journaled bearing, said second arm means (72) being swingable from said first position to said second position for swinging said movable roller from its inactive position to its active position by the transmission of said swinging of said second arm means (72) to a swinging of said first arm means (74) through the engagement between said abutment means (120) and said first cam surface (122), said second arm means (72) being swingable from said second position to said third position, and said second cam surface (126) engaging with said opposite end (124) of said first arm means (74), when said second arm means (72) is swinging from said second position to said third position.

6. A mop wringer according to claim 5, said toothed rack (128) being arranged in parallel with said second cam surface (126) so as to engage with said toothed wheel (130, 230) of said movable roller (70), when said second cam surface (126) is in said engagement with said opposite end (124) of said first arm means (74).

7. A mop wringer according to claim 4, each of said pair of actuator means (154, 158) comprising a first swingable means (154) having a first toothed wheel (162) and a second swingable means (158) having a second toothed wheel (164), said second swingable means (158) comprising said toothed rack (168), said first and second toothed wheels (154, 158) meshing with one another for transmitting any swinging of any of said swingable means to the other and vice versa, said second swingable means (154) defining said first and said second cam surfaces (170), said first swingable means (154) being swingable from said first position, through said second position, and to said third position, said second cam surface (170) of said second swingable means (158) defining a segment of a circle having its centre at the centre of swinging of said second swingable means (158), the swinging of said first swingable means (154) from said first position to said second position being transmitted to said second swingable means through said meshing toothed wheels (162, 164) causing said first cam surface of said second swingable means (154) to guide said movable roller (70) from its inactive position to its active position, and the swinging of said first swingable means (154) from said second position to said third position being transmitted to said second swingable means (158) through said meshing toothed wheels (162, 164) causing said second cam surface (170) to lock said movable roller (70) in said active position and further causing said at least one roller to rotate by engagement between said toothed rack (168) of said second swingable means (158) and said toothed wheel (130) of said at least one roller (70).
8. A mop wringer according to claim 4, each of said pair of actuator means (244; 264; 294; 298) comprising a swingable plate means (244; 264; 294; 298) having an aperture (250) defining said first and said second cam surfaces (248; 280; 278; 307; 309; 306; 308) and further comprising said toothed rack (254, 274; 310, 312), said swingable plate means being swingable from said first position, through said second position and further to said third position, said second cam surface (248; 278; 306, 308) defining a segment of a circle having its centre at the centre of swinging of said swingable plate means (244; 264; 294, 298), the swinging of said swingable plate means from said first position to said second position causing said first cam surface (280; 307, 309) to guide said movable roller (68, 70) from its inactive position to its active position, and the swinging of said plate means from said second position to said third position causing said second cam surface to lock said movable roller (68, 70) in said second position, and further causing said toothed rack (254; 274; 306, 308) to make said at least one roller (68, 70) rotate by its engagement with said toothed wheel (130, 230).

9. A mop wringer according to claim 4, each of said pair of actuator means (338) comprising a reciprocating, movable guiding means (338) defining said first and second cam surfaces (342, 344, 346, 350) and having said toothed rack (348, 352), and further being movable from said first position, through said second position, and to said third position.

10. A mop wringer according to any of the preceding claims having a handle (90; 242; 262; 292; 322) for moving said actuator means from said first position through said second position, and to said third position.

11. A mop wringer according to any of the preceding claims, at least one of said rollers (68, 70) comprising:

- a central tube (368) of a hard plastics material,
- a sheathing (364) of a soft plastics material arranged coaxially with said central tube (368) and enclosing said central tube (368) and further having outwardly protruding fins (366), and
- a roller body (362) of foamed material, which roller body (362) defines an outer peripheral surface (360) of said roller (68, 70) and is arranged enclosing said sheathing (364) and coaxially with said central tube (368).

12. A mop wringer according to claim 11, said roller body (62) of foamed, resilient material having a resiliency of less than 80 Shore (A), such as 40-65 Shore (A), preferably 45-60 Shore (A), further preferably 50-55 Shore (A).

13. A mop wringer according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising

- a mop (12) having:
  - a mop body (26) and two wing parts (14, 16), which wing parts are hinged (18) to one another at inner ends thereof, and said mop body (26) being connected to said wing parts (14, 16) at outer, opposite ends of said wing parts, said mop (12) being collapsible by swinging said wing parts (14, 16) from an operational position, in which said wing parts (14, 16) define a substantially plane surface against which said mop body (26) is maintained in a stretched-out position, and an inoperational position, in which said wing parts (14, 16) are collapsed so as to allow said mop body (26) to suspend from said opposite ends of said wing parts (14, 16) for introducing said mop body (26) into said mop wringer (10).

Patentansprüche

1. Mop-Wringer (10) umfassend

- ein Gehäuse (60, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320),
- ein Paar drehbarer Wringwalzen (68, 70) mit elastischen Walzenkörpern, von denen wenigstens eine zwischen einer inaktiven Position, in der die Walzen sich nicht berühren und durch einen Zwischenraum getrennt sind, und einer aktiven Position, in der die Walzen sich berühren, und so gegeneinander gedreht werden, daß dadurch die Walzenkörper deformiert werden und der Auswring-Druck zwischen den Walzenkörpern erzeugt wird, bewegbar ist, und
- von denen wenigstens eine Walze mit einem Antriebsrad (130, 230) zur Aufnahme einer Rotationsbewegung, die die Walzen in entgegengesetzten Richtungen dreht, wenn sie in der aktiven Position stehen, versehen ist, und
- ein Betätigungsmechanismus (72, 74; 154, 158; 200, 188, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338), das aus einer ersten Position über eine zweite Position in eine dritte Position bewegt werden kann und eine erste und eine zweite Steuerkurve (122, 126; 170; 197; 195; 224, 226, 216, 218; 248; 280, 278; 307, 309, 306, 308; 342, 344, 346, 350) und Walzenantriebsmechanismus (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222, 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) enthält, wobei die erste Steuerkurve
die bewegliche Walze aus der inaktiven in die aktive Position führt, wenn das Betätigungsmit-
tel (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) von der ersten Position in die zweite Position bewegt wird, die zweite Steuerkurve (126; 170; 195; 216, 218; 248; 273; 306, 308; 346, 350) die bewegliche Walze in ihrer zweiten Position verriegelt, wann das Betätigungsmitel aus der zweiten Position in die dritte Position bewegt wird und umgekehrt, und die Walzenantriebsmittel (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222, 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) Rotationsbewegungen zum Antriebsrad (130, 230) übertragen, wenn das Betätigungsmitel (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) von der zweiten Position in die dritte Position bewegt wird und umgekehrt.

2. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Ge-
häuse (50, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320) einander gegenüberliegende Wände (52, 54) aufweist, zwischen denen sich die Walzen befinden und mit entgegengesetzten Enden gelagert sind, und die beweglichen Be-
tätigungsmitel (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) ein Paar Betätigungsglieder umfassen, die an den ge-
genüberliegenden Wänden angebracht sind und die bewegliche Walze an ihren entgegen-
gegengesetzten Enden bewegen.

3. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 2, wobei beide Walzen (68, 70) bzw. das Walzenpaar bewegli-
che Walzen sind, die durch das Paar Betäti-
gungsmitel (212, 214, 294, 296; 338) aus ihrer inaktiven Position in Berührung miteinander in ihrer aktiven Position gebracht werden.

4. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 2, wobei das An-
triebssrad (130, 230) als Zahnrad (130, 230) und das Walzenantriebsmittel (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222, 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) als Zahnstange ausgebildet ist.

5. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 4, wobei jedes der Paar von Betätigungsmiteln einen ersten Hebel (74), der die erste Steuerkurve (122) bildet, und einen zweiten Hebel (72), der die zweite Steuerkurve (126) bildet, umfaßt, der erste Hebel (74) mit einem Ende schwenkbar am Gehäuse (50, 52, 54) gelagert ist und an dessen anderem Ende die bewegliche Walze (70) gelagert ist, der zweite Hebel (72) an einem Ende schwenkbar in einem Achslager (68) im Gehäuse (50, 52, 54) gelagert ist, der zweite Hebel (72) an seinem anderen Ende Widerlager-Mittel (120) zum Abtasten der er-
ten Steuerkurve (122) aufweist, die zweite Steuerkurve (126) ein Segment eines Kreises bildet, dessen Mittelpunkt im Achslager liegt, der zweite Hebel (72) aus der ersten Position in die zweite Position geschwenkt werden kann, um die bewegliche Walze durch die Übersetzung der Schwenkung des zweiten He-
bels (72) in eine Schwenkung des ersten He-
bels (74) durch die Berührung zwischen den Widerlagermitteln (120) und der ersten Steuer-
kurve (122) aus ihrer inaktiven Position in ihre aktive Position zu schwenken, der zweite He-el (72) aus der zweiten Position in die dritte Position geschwenkt werden kann, und wobei die zweite Steuerkurve (126) das entgegengesetzte Ende (124) des ersten Hebels (74) berührt, wenn der zweite Hebel (72) von der zweiten Position in die dritte Position geschwenkt.

6. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Zahnstange (128) derart parallel zur zweiten Steuerkurve (126) angeordnet ist, daß sie dann in das Zahnrad (130, 230) der beweglichen Walze (70) eingreift, wenn die zweite Steuer-
kurve (126) das entgegengesetzte Ende (124) des ersten Hebels (74) berührt.

7. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 4, wobei jedes der Paar von Betätigungsmiteln (154, 158) ein erstes Schwenkmittel (154) mit einem ersten Zahnrad (162) und ein zweites Schwenkmittel (158) mit einem zweiten Zahnrad (164) umfaßt, das zweite Schwenkmittel (158) die Zahnstange (168) umfaßt, das erste und das zweite Zahnrad (154, 158) ineinandergreifen, um jede Schwenkung eines jeden Schwenkmittels zum anderen zu übertragen und umgekehrt, das zweite Schwenkmittel (154) die erste und die zweite Steuerkurve (170) definiert, das erste Schwenkmittel (154) aus einer ersten Position durch eine zweite Position in eine dritte Posi-
tion schwenkbar ist, die zweite Steuerkurve (170) des zweiten Schwenkmittels (158) ein Segment eines Kreises definiert, dessen Mittel-
punkt im Drehpunkt des zweiten Schwenkmittel-
tels (158) liegt, die Schwenkung des ersten Schwenkmittels (154) aus der ersten Position in die zweite Position durch die ineinandergrei-
fenden Zahnräder (162, 164) auf das zweite Schwenkmittel übertragen wird, wodurch die erste Steuerkurve des zweiten Schwenkmittels die bewegliche Walze (70) von ihrer inaktiven Position in ihre aktive Position führt, und wobei die Schwenkung des ersten Schwenkmittels (154) aus der zweiten Position in die dritte Position durch die ineinandergreifenden Zahn-
räder (162, 164) auf das zweite Schwenkmittel (158) übertragen wird, wodurch die zweite
Steuerkurve (170) die bewegliche Walze (70) in ihrer aktiven Position verriegelt und wodurch weiterhin wenigstens eine Walze (70) durch das Ineinandergreifen der Zahnstange (168) des zweiten Schwenkmittels (158) und des Zahnrades (130) wenigstens einer Walze (70) in Rotation versetzt wird.

8. Mop-Wringer nach Anspruch 4, wobei jedes der Paar von Befüllungsmitteln (244; 264; 294; 298) eine schwenkbare Platte (244; 264; 294; 298) umfaßt, deren Apertur (250) die erste und die zweite Steuerkurve (248; 280; 278; 307; 309; 306; 308) definieren, und die ferne die Zahnstange (254; 274; 310; 312) umfassen, die schwenkbaren Platten aus der ersten Position durch die zweite Position in die dritte Position schwenkbar sind, die zweite Steuerkurve (248; 278; 306; 308) ein Segment eines Kreises definiert, dessen Mittelpunkt im Drehpunkt der schwenkbaren Platte (244; 264; 294; 298) liegt, wobei durch das Schwenken der schwenkbaren Platten aus der ersten Position in die zweite Position die bewegliche Walze (68, 70) durch die erste Steuerkurve (280; 307; 309) in ihrer aktiven Position in ihre aktive Position geführt wird, und wobei durch das Schwenken der Platten aus der zweiten Position in die dritte Position die bewegliche Walze (68, 70) in ihrer zweiten Position verriegelt wird und daß weiterhin die Zahnstange (254; 274; 306; 308) wenigstens eine Walze (68, 70) durch das Eingreifen in das Zahnrad (130, 230) in Rotation versetzt wird.


10. Mop-Wringer nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9 und mit einem Handgriff (90; 242; 262; 292; 322) zum Bewegen der Befüllungsmittel aus der ersten Position durch die zweite Position in die dritte Position.

11. Mop-Wringer nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei wenigstens eine der Walzen (68, 70) ein Mittelrohr (368) aus einem harten Kunststoffmaterial, eine Umhüllung (364) aus einem weichen Kunststoffmaterial, die derart koaxial zum Mittelrohr (368) angeordnet ist, daß sie das Mittelrohr (368) umschließt und zusätzlich nach außen überstehende Rippen (366) aufweist, und einen Walzenkörper (362) aus aufgeschäumtem Material, der die äußere Walzenoberfläche (360) bildet und derart angeordnet ist, daß er die Umhüllung (364) mit dem Mittelrohr (368) koaxial umschließt, aufweist.


13. Mop-Wringer nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche und mit einem Mop (12), der eine Mop-Bespannung (26) und zwei Flügeltüren (14, 16) aufweist, die schwenkbar miteinander an ihren inneren Enden verbunden (18) sind, wobei die Mop-Bespannung (26) mit den Flügeltüren (14, 16) an den äußeren, gegenüberliegenden Enden der Flügelteile verbunden ist, und der Mop (12) durch das Schwenken der Flügelteile (14, 16) aus einer Arbeitsposition, in der die Flügelteile (14, 16) eine im wesentlichen ebene Oberfläche bildet, über der die Mop-Bespannung (26) in einer gespannten Lage gehalten wird, in eine nicht arbeitsfähige Position zusammengeklappt werden kann, in der die Flügelteile (14, 16) derart zusammengeklappt sind, daß es möglich ist, die von den gegenüberliegenden Enden der Flügelteile (14, 16) herabhängende Mop-Bespannung (26) in den Mop-Wringer (10) einzuführen.

Revendications

1. Essoureuse pour balai à laver comprenant:
   un carter (50, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320),
   deux rouleaux d'essorage rotatif (68, 70) possédant des corps de rouleaux souples, dont au moins un peut se déplacer entre une position inactive, dans laquelle lesdits rouleaux sont hors de contact entre eux et dans des positions relatives espacées, et une position active, dans laquelle lesdits rouleaux sont en contact entre eux et pressés l'un contre l'autre de manière à provoquer une déformation desdits corps de rouleaux et à engendrer une pression d'essorage entre lesdits corps de rouleaux, au moins l'un desdits rouleaux étant muni d'une roue d' entraînement (130, 230) destinée à recevoir un mouvement de rotation pour faire tourner lesdits rouleaux l'un en sens inverse de l'autre lorsqu'ils sont dans
ladite position active, et

en moyen actionneur (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) qui peut être amené à partir d’une première position, en passant par une deuxième position, à une troisième position et qui comprend une première et une deuxième surfaces de came (122, 126; 170; 197; 195; 224, 226, 216, 218; 248; 280, 278; 307, 309, 306, 308; 342, 344, 346, 350) et un moyen d’entraînement des rouleaux (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352), ladite première surface de came guidant ledit rouleau mobile de ladite position inactive à ladite position active lorsque ledit moyen actionneur (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 194, 298, 338) est amené de ladite première position à ladite deuxième position, ladite deuxième surface de came (126; 170; 195; 216, 218; 248; 278; 306, 308; 346, 350) bloquant ledit rouleau mobile dans ladite deuxième position lorsque ledit moyen actionneur est amené de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position et inversement, et ledit moyen d’entraînement des rouleaux (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) transmettant un mouvement de rotation à ladite roue d’entraînement (130, 230), lorsquand ledit moyen actionneur (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) est amené de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position et inversement.

2. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ledit carton (50, 52, 54; 150; 180; 200; 240; 260; 290; 320) possède des parois d’extrémités opposées (52, 54) entre lesquelles s’étendent lesdits rouleaux, et qui sont tournillonnées aux extrémités opposées desdits rouleaux, et ledit moyen actionneur mobile (72, 74; 154, 158; 184, 188; 212, 214; 244; 264; 294, 298, 338) compréhendant une paire de moyens actionneurs prévus au droit des parois d’extrémités opposées respectives et actionnant ledit rouleau mobile à ses extrémités opposées.

3. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle les deux rouleaux (68, 70) ou la plate de rouleaux sont des rouleaux mobiles actionnés par ladite plate de moyens actionneurs (212, 214, 294, 296; 338) pour faire passer les deux rouleaux de leur position inactive à leur position active dans laquelle ils sont en contact entre eux.

4. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 2, ladite roue d’entraînement (130, 230) étant une roue dentée (130, 230), et lesdits moyens d’entraînement des rouleaux (128, 168, 198, 199; 220, 222; 254, 274; 310, 312; 348, 352) étant une crémaillère dentée.

5. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 4, chacun des moyens actionneurs de ladite plate comprenant un premier moyen (74) formant bras qui définit ladite première surface de came (122) et un deuxième moyen formant bras (72) qui définit ladite deuxième surface de came (126), ledit premier moyen formant bras (74) étant tournillonné pivotant à une extrémité dans ledit carton (50, 52, 54), ledit rouleau mobile (70) étant tournillonné dans ledit premier moyen formant bras à l’extrémité opposée dudit premier moyen formant bras (72), ledit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) étant tournillonné pivotant à une extrémité d’un palier de tournillonnement (88) dans ledit carton (50, 52, 54), ledit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) ayant un moyen de butée (120) à son extrémité opposée pour coopérer avec ladite première surface de came (122), ladite deuxième surface de came (126) définissant un segment d’un cercle ayant son centre au niveau dudit palier de tournillonnement, ledit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) pouvant pivoter de ladite première position à ladite deuxième position pour faire pivoter ledit rouleau mobile de sa position inactive à sa position active par la transformation dudit pivotement dudit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) en un pivotement dudit premier moyen formant bras (74) par la prise entre ledit moyen de butée (120) et ladite première surface de came (122), ledit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) pouvant pivoter de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position, et ladite deuxième surface de came (126) coopérant avec ladite extrémité opposée (124) dudit premier moyen formant bras (74) lorsque ledit deuxième moyen formant bras (72) pivote de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position.

6. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 5, ladite crémaillère dentée (128) étant disposée parallèlement à ladite deuxième surface de came (72) de façon à coopérer avec ladite roue dentée (130, 230) dudit rouleau mobile (70), lorsque ladite deuxième surface de came (126) est en prise avec ladite extrémité opposée (124) dudit premier moyen formant bras (74).

7. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 4, chacun des moyens actionneurs de ladite plate (154, 158) comprenant un premier
moyen pivotant (154) possédant une première roue dentée (162) et un deuxième moyen pivotant (158) possédant une deuxième roue dentée (164), ledit deuxième moyen pivotant (158) comprenant ladite crémaillère dentée (168), lesdites première et deuxième roues dentées (154, 158) engendrant l'une avec l'autre pour transmettre le pivote ment et l'un quelconque desdits moyens pivotants à l'autre et inversement, ledit deuxième moyen pivotant (154) définissant ladite première et ladite deuxième surfaces de came (170), ledit premier moyen pivotant (154) pouvant pivoter à partir de ladite première position en passant par ladite deuxième position et jusqu'à ladite troisième position, ladite deuxième surface de came (170) dudit deuxième moyen pivotant (158) définissant un segment d'un cercle ayant son centre au niveau du centre de pivotement dudit deuxième moyen pivotant (158), le pivotement dudit premier moyen pivotant (154) allant de ladite première position à ladite deuxième position étant transmis au dudit deuxième moyen pivotant par l'intermédiaire desdites roues dentées en prise (162, 164) en amenant ainsi ladite première surface de came dudit deuxième moyen pivotant à guider ledit roueau mobile (70) de sa position inactive à sa position active, et le pivotement dudit premier moyen pivotant (154) allant de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position étant transmis au dudit deuxième moyen pivotant (158) par l'intermédiaire desdites roues dentées en prise (162, 164) amenant ladite deuxième surface de came (170) à bloquer ledit roueau mobile (70) dans ladite position active et amenant en outre ledit au moins un roueau à tourner sous l'effet de la prise entre ladite crémaillère dentée (168) dudit deuxième moyen oscillant (158) et ladite roue dentée (130) dudit au moins un roueau (70).

8. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 4, chacun des moyens actionneurs de ladite paire (244; 264; 294; 298) comprenant un moyen formant plaque pivotante (244; 264; 294, 298) ayant une ouverture (250) qui définit ladite première et ladite deuxième surfaces de came (248; 280, 278; 307; 309, 306, 308) et comprenant en outre ladite crémaillère dentée (254, 274; 310, 312), ledit moyen formant plaque pivotante pouvant pivoter de ladite première position, en passant par ladite deuxième position et en continuant jusqu'à ladite troisième position, ladite deuxième surface de came (248; 278; 306, 308) définissant un segment de cercle ayant son centre au niveau du centre de pivotement dudit moyen formant plaque pivotante (244; 264; 294, 298), le pivotement dudit moyen formant plaque pivotante allant de ladite première position à ladite deuxième position amenant ladite première surface de came (280; 307, 309) à guider ledit roueau mobile (68, 70) de sa position inactive à sa position active et le pivotement dudit moyen formant plaque allant de ladite deuxième position à ladite troisième position amenant ladite deuxième surface de came à bloquer ledit roueau mobile (68, 70) dans ladite deuxième position et amenant en outre ladite crémaillère dentée (254; 274; 306, 308) à faire tourner ledit au moins un roueau (68, 70) sous l'effet de sa prise avec ladite roue dentée (130, 230).

9. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 4, chacun des moyens actionneurs de ladite paire (338) comprenant un moyen de guidage mobile (338), à va-et-vient, qui définit ladite première et ladite deuxième surfaces de came (342, 344, 346, 350) et possédant ladite crémaillère dentée (348, 352), et pouvant en outre se déplacer à partir de ladite première position, en passant par ladite deuxième position, et jusqu'à ladite troisième position.

10. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon une quelconque des revendications précédentes, possédant une poignée (90; 242; 262; 292; 322) pour faire passer ledit moyen actionneur de ladite première position, en passant par ladite deuxième position, et jusqu'à ladite troisième position.

11. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon une quelconque des revendications précédentes, au moins un desdits roueaus (68, 70) comprenant:
   un tube central (368) en matière plastique dure,
   un manchon (364) en matière souple disposé coaxialement audit tube central (368) et enfermant ledit tube central (368), et possédant en outre des ailettes en saillie (366) vers l'extérieur, et
   un corps de roueau (362) en matière transformée en mousse, lequel corps de roueau (362) définit une surface périphérique extérieure (360) dudit roueau (68, 70) et est agencé pour entourer ledit manchon (364) et coaxialement audit tube central (368).

12. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon la revendication 11, ledit corps de roueau (62) possédant un corps en mousse, élastique, d’une élasticité de moins de 80 Shore (A), par exemple de 40-65 Shore (A), de préférence de 45-
60 Shore (A), et encore davantage préférée, de 50-55 Shore (A).

13. Essoreuse pour balai à laver selon quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre

   un balai à laver (12) ayant:

   un corps de balai (26) et deux parties formant ailes (14, 16), lesquelles parties formant ailes sont articulées (18) l'une à l'autre au niveau de leurs extrémités intérieures, et ledit corps de balai (26) étant relié auxdites parties formant ailes (14, 16) aux extrémités extérieures opposées desdites parties formant ailes, ledit balai à laver (12) pouvant être replié en faisant pivoter lesdites parties formant ailes (14, 16), à partir d'une position de travail, dans laquelle lesdites parties formant ailes (14, 16) définissent une surface sensiblement plane contre laquelle ledit corps du balai (26) est maintenu dans une position déployée, et une position de repos, dans laquelle lesdites parties formant ailes (14, 16) sont repliées de manière à permettre audit corps de balai (26) de pendre à partir desdites extrémités opposées desdites parties formant ailes (14, 16) pour introduire ledit corps du balai (26) dans ladite essoreuse pour balai à laver (10).